
Have your say on RFSU's
document on core values!
At the Congress in June 2023, RFSU will decide on a new Programme of ideas. Between 10

October and 10 November, all members of RFSU are invited to give their opinion on the

content of the future Programme of Ideas. Together we are wiser!

This document presents the background to the development of a new Programme of Ideas,

how it relates to other policy documents and how it is intended to be used. It also explains the

main perspectives that underpin the proposal and the background to the content - formulated

as seven principles - that make up the proposal. Finally, the proposal itself is presented

(Annex 1).

On the website of the programme of ideas fabel. se/ideprogrammet is a link to a form where

you can comment on the form. It also contains all the material produced in the process for a

new Programme of Ideas.

About the new Programme of Ideas
The mandate from the 2021 Congress
The 2021 Congress mandated the Executive Board to prepare a new Programme of Ideas for

the next Congress (2023). The Congress decided that the new Programme of Ideas should:

● describe the organisation's values/ideology, vision and analysis of todays’ society

● describe how we view relevant social phenomena in a comprehensive way, but not

include specific issues

● be a clear guide for when we communicate our positions, engage in policy advocacy

and need to take a stand on new sexuality policy issues

● complete vision and statutes

The new Programme of Ideas should be concise, accessible and relevant over time. The

mandate from the Congress also stated that the Programme of Ideas should be developed in

line with the overall ambitions of the Sextant for participation and collaboration within

RFSU.

The major difference with RFSU's current Programme of Ideas
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is how detailed it will be.

RFSU's current Programme of Ideas describes many specific issues. The aim of a new

Programme of Ideas is that it should guide the activities on a more general level rather than

describe core values. It also means that the new Programme of Ideas provides clearer

ideological guidance, which also gives the Congress - and ultimately the members - greater

influence over ideological issues.

Link to other governance documents - The Sextant and the Statutes
RFSU has three main governing documents that guide the organisation. These are decided by

the Congress and apply to the entirety of  RFSU. The Statutes lay the foundations for RFSU

and set out our mission, who is a member and how decisions are made. The Sextant

provides RFSU's vision, strategies and goals - what we want to achieve in the long term and

what RFSU's priorities are for the coming years. The Programme of Ideas describes

RFSU's core values, which will guide our positions, our activities and how we work.
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Proposed structure of the new Programme of Ideas
As the new Programme of Ideas will not address specific policy issues, there is a need to

outline these elsewhere. Therefore, it is proposed to complement this document with

positions on policy issues, which relate to the overall values expressed in the Programme of

Ideas. The positions are intended to be based on the overarching values and principles

described in the Programme of Ideas.

The positions are proposed to be decided by RFSU’s board but developed in dialogue within

the organisation, in line with the Sextant's ambition of increased collaboration. The process

of developing the position papers may vary depending on the issue that the position paper

outlines. If it is an issue that is not considered controversial and on which there is a high

degree of agreement, then it may be done through a less extensive process. If it is an issue

where there are many perspectives and a wide spectrum of opinions, a more participatory

process will be required. The ambition is that this will lead to a more vibrant discussion in

RFSU on sexuality policy issues and that we will be able to adjust positions as changes occur

in our environment, and also more easily develop new positions as needed.

How has the proposal been developed and what happens after the
consultation?
Based on the mandate from the Congress, the RFSU board instructed the Secretary General

to set up a working group at the National Office to coordinate the work on the development of

a new Programme of Ideas. The work has been led by a steering group consisting of board

members Hans Linde, My Malmeström Sobelius and Hanna Gerdes and RFSU Secretary

General Ingela Holmertz.

The process of developing the new Programme of Ideas was presented to the presidents of

local branches at the end of November 2021 and in January 2022. On these occasions, the

issues that were particularly important in the process were also discussed.

In the spring of 2022, all members were invited to formulate the direction and content of

RFSU's new Programme of Ideas by answering short questionnaires based on a number of

themes discussed in the RFSU's Programme of Ideas podcast. The podcasts are also available

in sign language interpreted versions. Members were also invited to digital podcasts and

given the opportunity to organise their own discussions in their local branches.

Based on the discussions in podcasts, with the presidents of local branches and in the RFSU

board, a set of overarching principles has been formulated which are proposed to form the

ideological basis of the future Programme of Ideas.

Between 10 October and 10 November, all RFSU members will be invited to comment on the

proposal.

Based on the comments received in the consultation, a draft Programme of Ideas will be

formulated and decided by the RFSU board  in December. The finished proposal will be sent

out as a proposal to the Congress before the end of 2022/23.

Description of the proposal
The proposal presented consists of a number of overarching principles (Annex 1), which

together are proposed to form the ideological basis of RFSU core values. It is these principles,

that will be discussed in the consultation round. A background to the proposal and to the

various principles is given here, while the proposal itself is presented in Annex 1.



Some of the principles address issues that RFSU has been working on for a long time, while

others are newer to RFSU. The exact formulations will be further elaborated in the continued

work of consolidating the Programme of Ideas. The Programme of Ideas will also be

complemented by an introduction describing basic perspectives and explaining how the

Programme of Ideas relates to the Sextant and the Statutes.

In the proposal, critical perspectives on power, such as rights perspectives and intersectional

perspectives, have been included throughout the different principles. Power is seen in the

proposal as something that needs to be made visible and challenged. Those affected by an

issue, the most marginalised and those whose rights are violated need to be heard, actively

participate and have influence over the agenda and decisions. It is also consistently

highlighted that for all people to have access to SRHR, we need to look at who is

discriminated against today because of norms, power and resources.

Another theme of the proposal is that RFSU wants to be an organisation that interacts with

other actors and works for a broader social change agenda linked to democratic societies and

sustainable development. This is in line with the objectives of the Sextant, which has already

been adopted. This theme is also linked to power and the importance of active and

meaningful participation.

1. Principle of sexual and reproductive justice
The purpose of this principle is to describe how not only formal rights are a prerequisite for

RFSU's vision - a world where all people are free to decide about their bodies and their

sexuality. The realisation of the vision also requires us to actively work from an intersectional

approac, analysing how different forms of barriers and discrimination like norms and

unequal distribution of power and resources can limit people's freedom to make decisions

about their own bodies and sexuality. Active work is needed to change this.

The equal value of all people is fundamental to asserting that all people have the same rights.

However, we see the rights of some individuals and groups being violated - there is a

difference between established rights and people's actual experiences. The RFSU works to

ensure that the sexual and reproductive rights of all people are respected and that everyone

therefore enjoys equal sexual and reproductive health.

Rights that apply to everyone have different implications depending on the person's power

and resources. Invisibility, exclusion and discrimination can also be rooted in norms

surrounding sexuality and identity. Sometimes specific interventions are needed to target

specific groups or to change specific barriers. In order for all people to have access to SRHR,

RFSU needs to analyse whose rights are being violated in Sweden and globally. Through

intersectional power analyses, RFSU can identify whose rights are not being met in different

contexts and how different power structures can interact and create obstacles to the

possibility of deciding over one's own body. On the basis of these analyses and together with

the people concerned, we can formulate proposals and strategies to realise everyone's

opportunity to decide over their own body, regardless of power and resources.

Linked to this principle is the proposal to use the concept of sexual and reproductive justice.

Sexual and reproductive justice is not an established concept in a Swedish context but has

been influenced by the English Reproductive Justice (sometimes also used Sexual and

Reproductive Justice) which among other things means to have an intersectional approach to

SRHR. As RFSU works with both sexual and reproductive rights, sexual and reproductive

justice is used here.

With this principle, RFSU clarifies the importance of an intersectional perspective on SRHR

and that more than formal rights are needed for people to have equal access to SRHR. The



concept also includes the need for the most marginalised to participate and set the agenda for

change.

For an in-depth look at reproductive justice see for example a video with Loretta Ross
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from SisterSong who is a leading figure in the movement and an older text in Ottar
3

.

For more in-depth discussions on the impact of racism on SRHR, listen to the

SEX+RASISM=SANT podcast with RFSU members Marco Vega and Annie Boroian

(available on Spotify, for example).

2. Principle of self-identification and self-determination
The purpose of this principle is to describe one of the RFSU's fundamental values - that all

people should be free to decide about their body and sexuality. This includes the right of

every person to identify their gender and sexuality (e.g. their sexual orientation); to decide

with whom they want to have a relationship; if, when and with whom they want to have sex;

and to have the right to decide about their reproduction.

We see that transgender people's rights are increasingly threatened, both in Sweden and

globally, for example in terms of access to gender-confirming care. In this questioning there

is also a questioning of the fundamental principle of defining yourself and identity. Therefore,

this principle needs to include clear statements on how RFSU views gender.

The ability to take control of one's reproduction is essential for a society to be equal and for

women to be able to take control of their lives. This applies both to access to contraception

and to legal and safe abortion.

Self-identification is not only about our own bodies and sexuality, but also about how we view

relationships and family. Today, some families are valued more highly than others in both

norms and legislation. That is why formulations on how the RFSU views relationships and

family are also included.

In summary, this principle describes the core value of the RFSU which is also expressed in

the vision - a world where everyone is free to decide about their body and their sexuality.

3. Principle of desire/pleasure (not decided how this will be translated
into English)

The purpose of this principle is to clarify the pleasure perspective as one of the cornerstones

of the RFSU's work, and why the pleasure and encouragement perspective is important.

RFSU has in general a positive view of sexuality and the pleasurable dimensions of sexuality

are central to its work, which is something that sets it apart from many other actors. RFSU

sees sexuality as a central part of people's lives and of all societies.

A encouraging perspective on sexuality means starting from the positive role that sexuality

plays in the lives of many people. A encouragement perspective creates the conditions for

sexual health and well-being. The RFSU understands sexual health as more than the absence

of ill-health - it also means being able to enjoy sexuality and have pleasurable and reciprocal

sexual relationships. This also requires an approach that takes into account the positive

dimensions of sexuality.
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RFSU believes that it is the right of all people, regardless of power and resources, to explore

and enjoy their sexuality throughout their lives, on their own terms. This is not the actual

case today. Societal norms, attitudes and values limit or make it impossible for many people,

both in Sweden and globally, to enjoy their sexuality. Therefore, this principle expresses that

all people should have the same freedom and real opportunity to feel and express pleasure.

For in-depth perspectives on identity, sex, desire and pleasure, listen to the RFSU podcast

Det handlar om mig - Let's talk about sex, baby
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4. Principle of knowledge
The purpose of this principle is to describe how RFSU views knowledge - what knowledge is,

why knowledge is important, and how knowledge is created.

RFSU works with various types of knowledge creation and dissemination. Knowledge is

included as one of the strategies in the Sextant, where it is defined as building awareness of

the body and sexuality. RFSU also works on sexuality education and training activities. RFSU

is also a learning organisation that wants to develop knowledge together with others, in order

to always be relevant.

The concept of enlightenment can bring to mind a view of knowledge that is far from how

RFSU works today, and how we want to work in the future - a view of knowledge where there

is a knowledgeable "we" who have the answers to "enlighten" those who know less.

Historically - and even today - one can also see that different bearers of knowledge have been

valued differently. One example is that the knowledge of people of colour is invisible or

undervalued. This principle describes that knowledge is not neutral, but that there are

dimensions of power both in how different people's knowledge is valued differently, and in

how knowledge is created.

Knowledge is also power in the sense that those who have knowledge about sexuality - from

how the body works to relationships and how different norms affect sexuality - are more

likely to make independent decisions and take control of their sexuality. Knowledge of one's

rights is also a prerequisite for being able to claim them.

Today, RFSU does not explicitly describe how we view knowledge. The proposal broadens the

view of knowledge and moves away from the traditional expert role. The wording on

knowledge makes it clear that knowledge is more than research and evidence and that lived

experience also needs to be valued as knowledge. The proposal also clearly states that

participation is a prerequisite for knowledge creation and that RFSU wants to work to ensure

that everyone has the same opportunity to participate in these processes. The proposal also

highlights RFSU as a knowledge organisation that should be characterised by inclusiveness

and humility given the fact that we are never complete and do not have all the answers.

For more in-depth discussions on knowledge, listen to the Programme of Ideas podcast

episode 2, Vem ska upplysas?
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5. Principle of democracy and free civil society
The purpose of this principle is to describe how democratic principles and rights and a free

civil society are a prerequisite for people to have access to and engage in sexual and

reproductive rights. The principle also highlights the importance of participation.
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By looking back at the long history of RFSU, we can see how important civil society and a

membership-based organisation are in the pursuit of SRHR for all. However, the right to

express one's opinion through free elections or as a journalist, and to mobilize to demand

change by being active in an organisation or political party is under threat. Fundamental

human rights are violated on a daily basis in many parts of the world. In repressive states,

expressing one's views in public or organising for change can be life-threatening. Activists,

journalists and politicians are threatened, harassed and subjected to violence by state and

non-state actors. Recently, we have also seen organised resistance to those elements of civil

society that specifically work against SRHR, gender equality, women's, girls' and LGBTQI

people's rights. The opposition is well organised and well funded.

By RFSU and the SRHR movement also being well organised and working together in

broader alliances, we can reduce the impact of this resistance. RFSU can work with the most

vulnerable activists and organisations to support and protect them, but also with

organisations working more broadly on human rights, gender equality, anti-poverty and

climate change.

This principle also contains provisions on participation, which is central to a democracy.

Participation is both about non-discrimination and finding the best proposals and solutions.

If the people concerned participate and have an influence, better - more relevant solutions

will be found, and participation is central in democracy. It is important to help marginalised

and discriminated people to be heard and to influence decisions. This applies both internally

within the organisation and in the choice of partners in Sweden and internationally. By

identifying which groups currently lack power and resources, and which of these we do not

yet work with, these groups can have an influence on issues that affect them. By broadening

participation and influence, RFSU can learn new things and become more relevant.

Participation needs to be done in such a way that the marginalised and discriminated are not

used as alibis. Participation should be active and meaningful and it is those with power who

are responsible for making this possible.

For more in-depth discussions on reduced democratic space and SRHR, please listen to the

Ideas Programme podcast episode 5 - Vem skriker och vem tystas?
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6. Principle of sustainability and SRHR
The purpose of this principle is to describe how RFSU sees the links between sustainability

and SRHR. This is an area that has been less explored for RFSU so far.

In its international work, RFSU links poverty reduction, gender equality and SRHR. The

Sextant includes a goal to clearly link RFSU's work to the broader sustainability agenda (the

2030 Agenda is being implemented in its entirety with an SRHR perspective, in Sweden and

globally). Several of the Sextant's focus goals also mention that rights should be realised for

all, regardless of power and resources. One example of how access to SRHR is affected by

one's economic resources is abortion. For example, we know that women with money can

access a safe abortion even if they live in countries with very restrictive abortion laws. Access

to safe and legal abortion varies greatly depending on, among other things, one's economic

situation. Economic sustainability in this principle is clearly linked to the first principle of

reproductive justice, which includes the right to see one's children grow up in a safe

environment.

It is clear that the realisation of SRHR depends on the achievement of the SDGs on poverty

reduction, health and well-being for all, gender equality and peaceful societies. People

migrating due to climate disasters, armed conflicts or for other reasons have an increased
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need for sexual and reproductive health care, while access to this care is declining. In

humanitarian crises, for example, sexual violence and child and forced marriages are on the

rise, while sexuality education and access to contraception and abortion are often very

limited. Those who are already marginalised and discriminated against are often the hardest

hit.

Already today, the climate crisis and extreme weather are having a major impact on SRHR in

countries where the RFSU has partner organisations, for example, partner organisations'

clinics have been washed away in floods. Recurring extreme weather and humanitarian

situations also contribute to increased poverty. It is therefore essential that the other global

sustainable development goals are also achieved in order to make SRHR a reality.

Population control is heard as a solution to the climate crisis. RFSU supports the right of all

people to control their own bodies and can never agree to states or other actors controlling

the bodies of girls and women. It is also the case that in countries with high childbirth rates,

the climate footprint is small, so to have an effect, people in rich countries with high

consumption, countries like the US and Sweden would need to introduce population control

and this is not as often heard in the debate. The right to control one's body and life also

creates more resilient societies that are better prepared to cope with the climate crisis and

other crises. There are also links to SRHR in other environmental issues, such as the link

between environmental toxins and miscarriage and infertility.

The bullet points under this principle relate to the economic and environmental aspects of

sustainability, while social sustainability such as health and norms are addressed by several

other principles in the proposal

For in-depth discussions on climate sustainability and SRHR, please listen to the Idea

Programme podcast episode 6 - Vem bryr sig om sex när isarna smälter?
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7. Principle of recognition of complexity
Many of the issues faced by RFSU are complex and may involve situations where different

rights are in conflict. When navigating these issues, it is important to have an intersectional

perspective and that the rights holders are involved. RFSU has often taken an approach

where, rather than being for or against, we have sought to nuance and problematise. This is a

value that we want to uphold in a social debate that is often characterised by polarisation and

requires clear positions. Complex issues cannot be solved with simple answers. Instead,

RFSU wants to work for a conversation that can be complex and even conflictual. Therefore,

it is also proposed to highlight recognition of complexity as an important principle in itself.

For in-depth discussions on how we can navigate complex issues where rights collide,

listen to episode 3 of the Ideas Programme podcast - Var går gränsen?
8
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Annex 1 - Proposed
principles
The principles presented here are proposals for the content and ideological direction of the

future Programme of Ideas at an overall level. Based on the comments received during the

consultation process, the principles will be rewritten into a proposal for a new Programme of

Ideas for the RFSU. Issues such as wording, layout, language/tonality and accessibility will

also be worked on further after the consultation process.

You can comment on the proposal here: https://bit.ly/3fK2mUh

1. Principle of sexual and reproductive justice
● Everything RFSU thinks and does is based on the belief in the equal value of all

people.

● All people should have the same freedom and real opportunity to determine their own

body and sexuality, including the full range of sexual and reproductive rights.

● For this to be possible, sexual and reproductive justice is needed. This means that the

sexual and reproductive rights of all people are respected, regardless of power and

resources. Norms and discrimination affect people's actual access to sexual and

reproductive rights.

● Different power structures interact and reinforce each other. Therefore, an

intersectional power analysis is needed to make visible how power is distributed

between and within groups.

● People exposed to racism and other forms of discrimination should be involved in

setting the agenda on what changes are needed.

● Our ability to control our bodies and sexuality is fundamentally influenced by the

society we live in. Power and decision-makers need to take responsibility for ensuring

that people's sexual and reproductive rights and health are protected, respected and

fulfilled. For everyone to be free to make their own decisions about their bodies and

sexuality, active policies that promote sexual and reproductive rights for all,

regardless of power and resources, are a prerequisite.

2. Principle of self-identification and self-determination
● Everyone's right to identify and decide for themselves regarding their sexuality,

gender and relationships is absolute, as long as it does not infringe on anyone else's

autonomy or agency.

● Gender is a multidimensional concept that includes aspects of identity, expression,

body and law. Gender is not a binary category but there is a spectrum of bodies,

expressions and identities. This needs to be reflected in the way society relates to

gender. The right to define one's gender always lies with the individual.

● Sexual self-determination means being able to decide if, when and with whom you

want to have sexual relations and to be able to express your sexuality in the way you

want.

● All people have the right to decide about their reproduction - whether to have

children, when, and how many.

● Relationships and the possibility of forming a family are an important part of life for

many people, and can take many different forms. Societal norms and legislation

should give all people the freedom to form their own relationships and families.

3. Principle of desire/pleasure (TBD)

https://bit.ly/3fK2mUh


● Sexuality is fundamentally a positive force. An encouragement perspective takes

advantage of the positive aspects of sexuality.

● Sexual health is about the ability to feel pleasure and enjoyment in relation to oneself

and others and is therefore more than the absence of ill-health

● Norms and power structures affect people's ability to experience pleasure and

enjoyment.

● All people should have the same freedom to feel desire, horniness and have

pleasurable mutual relationships.

4. Principle of knowledge
● Knowledge empowers people to take control of their lives and create space for action.

○ Knowledge about the body, sexuality and relationships is essential for people

to have access to SRHR and a prerequisite for everyone to be free to decide

about their body and sexuality.

○ Knowledge is fundamental to creating social change. It is a prerequisite for

people to organise for their rights with others.

● Knowledge is power and social norms influence what is considered knowledge.

Knowledge creation should be participatory. Knowledge needs to be grounded in

people's experiences and everyone should have the same real opportunity to

participate in knowledge creation.

● Knowledge is a complex concept that encompasses both theoretical knowledge and

lived experience.

● Learning is an ongoing process of reflection and humility that we are never complete

5. Principle of democracy and civil society
● A democratic, transparent society with functioning institutions is a fundamental

prerequisite for people to be able to access and claim their sexual and reproductive

rights.

○ A democratic society means a well-functioning rule of law with independent

courts and authorities, freedom of expression, organisation and assembly,

freedom of the press and space for a strong and free civil society separate from

the state.

○ Restrictions on these freedoms should be avoided as far as possible.

● People's mobilization is a fundamental part of society. Social change starts with

people coming together and organising for their rights. Access to knowledge,

participation and mobilisation are crucial to claiming responsibility and respect for

rights.

● Successful rights work needs to be participatory. The rights struggle must be driven by

and together with the rights holders, the people or groups most affected.

● The fight for SRHR needs to be carried out together with and in solidarity with people

whose rights are restricted or threatened. The RFSU is part of a global movement

where we strengthen and learn from each other.

6. Principle of sustainability and SRHR
● Economic, ecological and social sustainability is a prerequisite for increasing people's

access to SRHR. Increased access to SRHR in turn contributes to more sustainable

societies.

● Equity, gender and rights perspectives need to be at the heart of the transition to

environmentally sustainable societies and SRHR needs to be an integral part of this

work.

● The climate crisis is an urgent and real collective concern that affects access to human

rights, including sexual and reproductive rights.

● In order to realise sexual and reproductive rights for all, class needs to be made visible

when identifying problems and solutions and poverty needs to be eradicated.



7. Principle of complexity
● Complex social phenomena and problems cannot be solved with simplistic answers.

● There are issues where people's freedoms and space for action are at odds, and where

rights and interests collide. Navigating such issues requires an intersectional power

perspective, and many and contradictory voices need to be heard and listened to.


